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Abstract
In a hybrid road network with multiple paths to same location having prior geographical knowledge, successful navigation for
mobile robots is one of the main challenges. Path planning is one of the most important issues in the navigation process which
enables the selection and identiﬁcation of a suitable path for the robot to traverse in the workspace area. Path-planning for mapped
roads can be considered as the process of navigating a mobile robot around a conﬁgured road map, which provides optimized
path by considering roughness of roads. In this paper, we propose a novel navigation algorithm for outdoor environments, which
permits robots to travel from one static node to another along a planned path. It utilizes Normal probability weight distribution
(NPWD) to assign weights between two nodes dynamically. Heuristics based shortest path (HSP) algorithm is employed to solve
complex optimization problems concerned with real-world scenarios. The experiments performed on categorized road databases
show signiﬁcant improvement in timings and complexity of system. Our results justify the effectiveness for the implementation of
driver-assist system.
© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.
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1. Introduction
Robotics is the science of perceiving and manipulating the physical world through computer-controlledmechanical
devices. Most commonly the robotics systems are situated in the physical world, perceive their environments through
sensors, and manipulate their environment through things that move. Over the last decade robots started becoming
a vital part of modern industry as well as our daily life. As a result, the robotic motion planning problem has
received a considerable amount of attention. Path-planning algorithms attempt to ﬁnd a sequence of actions that
are likely to move the robot from its current conﬁguration to a goal conﬁguration. Several popular approaches like
deterministic, heuristic-based algorithms1,2, evolutionary3, genetic4 and randomized algorithms5,6 exist for computing
paths given some representation of the environment. These algorithms proved to be very effective for motion planning
in high-dimensional spaces with many degrees of freedom. Sampling-based motion planners7, like Probabilistic
Roadmap Methods (PRM)8 or those based on the Rapidly-exploring Random Trees (RRT), are giving very pertinent
results only in robot path planning software problems.
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Fig. 1. Sample Scenario of Path Planning Problem between Two Nodes (a) Real-time; (b) Simpliﬁed Form.
In this paper we proposed a novel method of optimized path planning which makes use of probabilistic planning
using normal probability distribution to assign weights and then implementing heuristics based shortest path algorithm
to give optimized path. We have demonstrated the power of our method by applying it to a number of difﬁcult motion
planning problems and scenarios involving a variety of road maps. In this paper, we report in detail on practical
experiments related to optimized path planning in robotics which indirectly contributes to several important aspects of
subjects like Artiﬁcial Intelligence and Control Theory.
2. Problem Deﬁnition and Contributions
The basic problem deﬁnition of any driver assist robotic system is to generate motions with precise consideration
about condition of its environment. Factors like roughness of roads, distance between initial and ﬁnal states contribute
in making ﬁnal decision based on user’s demand. This paper utilizes the strength of probabilistic robotics, to make the
system capable of interacting with its environment in an intelligent way.
The next difﬁculty is ﬁnding a robust and effective algorithm to provide optimized path in real time concerned
scenarios. Problem of planning shortest paths helps in modelling combinatorial optimization problems. This paper
introduces heuristics based computationally feasible algorithm. This paper proposes:
• Normal probability based weight distribution (NPWD) between the nodes
Probabilistic robotics is a new and growing area in robotics, concerned with controlling the cases of uncertainty.
It is build on the ﬁeld of mathematical statistics which endows robots with a new level of robustness in real-world
situations. Objective is to distribute weights between the nodes by taking into account the probability of
occurrences of potholes, swamps or quicksand. Normal (or Gaussian) distribution is a very common distribution
in statistics to represent real valued random variables. The values of weights obtained are respectively stored in
an adjacency matrix.
• Heuristics based shortest path (HSP) algorithm
The shortest path problem is a fundamental task in path-planning area and it has been the subject of extensive
research resulting in publication of numerous scientiﬁc papers. In path planning, various locations are deﬁned as
states and transitions between states represent actions the agent can take, each of which has an associated cost.
A path is optimal if the sum of its transition costs is minimal across all possible paths leading from the initial
position (start state) to the goal position (goal state). In this paper, we investigated the shortest path obtained as a
result of applying proposed heuristics algorithm to the adjacency matrix. Heuristic approach seems to be superior
in solving hard and complex optimization problems, particularly where the traditional methods fail9, 10.
3. Fundamental Concept – Path Planning
Navigation is a process or activity to plan and direct a route or path. In general the problems associated with
navigation are localization, path planning and motion control11. Planning is considered as a branch of algorithms.
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Fig. 2. Basic Block Diagram of Proposed Technique.
In artiﬁcial intelligence, planning originally meant a search for a sequence of logical operators or actions that
transform an initial world state into a desired goal state. For a given robot, motion planning ﬁnds a sequence of valid
conﬁgurations that moves the robot from the source to destination. It may consist of discrete (point coordinates) or
continuous elements (curves). In general, planning involves deﬁnition of states, timings, action and a speciﬁc strategy
or behaviour.
Planning in real-world situations try to integrate all possible solutions to behave as driver assist system. It involves
an efﬁcient distance to time relationship from initial to ﬁnal state. It successfully incorporates user’s input and other
navigational aspects to provide best path among all. Characterization of roads is deﬁned as the process of highlighting
and marking the condition of roads in different categories. Characterization is an initial stage developed from an
intelligent method applied in dynamic and evolving regions. Data values of characterized or mapped roads of a large
area are stored in a database and used in further steps of motion along any sub-path.
4. Proposed Technique of Path Planning for Mapped Roads
Figure 2 represents the basic block diagram of proposed technique. In this paper, we have implemented a dynamic
approach where the source and the destination coordinates desired are input. Then, the path planning algorithm
computes the shortest path and gives the directions consistently evaluating the current position.
1. The data is serially input and the map is recorded as a matrix.
2. Inputs are mapped on to database depending on initial and ﬁnal states.
3. Binary matrix is constructed.
4. Required node matrix includes all possible paths from initial to ﬁnal state.
5. Weight evaluation by proposed NPWD method to obtain Adjacency−matrix.
6. Adjacency−matrix is given as input to HSP algorithm to give optimized path.
4.1 Normal Probability based Weight Distribution (NPWD) between the nodes
In probability theory, the normal (or Gaussian) distribution is a continuous probability distribution function that
represents the distribution of many random variables as a symmetrical bell-shaped graph. Normal distribution curve
exhibits resemblance with the statistical data of many practical applications and thus its being used and plays a
signiﬁcant role in path planning for autonomous navigation. The solution proposed in this heuristic algorithm is
based on normal probability curve. Normal curve taken about the end nodes, is highly probable along the diagonal or
anti-diagonal path. Thus optimal results are obtained in path planning and suited for the moderately big networks (like
cities where our algorithm ﬁts in the best). Further precise adjustments in the values of σ would cater to the different
dimension road network models. While traversing between nodes, the routes being more probable to the short paths is
normally distributed. Standard normal probability distribution is governed by Eqn. (1) and Fig. 3 shows Normal curve.
f (x |μ, σ 2) = 1
σ
√
2π
e
− (x−μ)2
2σ2 μ is mean value; σ is standard deviation (1)
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Fig. 3. Normal Probability Distribution Curve.
Fig. 4. Proposed Technique of Normal Probability based Weight Distribution (NPWD) between the Nodes.
Figure 4 gives the high level overview of the sequence of steps and procedure of implementation of proposed
technique of Normal Probability based Weight Distribution (NPWD) between the nodes. Objective of NPWD method
is to distribute weights between the initial and ﬁnal nodes to obtain Adjacency−matrix. In Stage I, the ﬁrst step is to
obtain Part−matrix which is the segment of the real map containing initial and ﬁnal node states. Next step is to obtain
linear path between nodes over which the normal probabilistic curve values are taken for the weight calculation.
In Stage II: Sum−weight is the magnitude of sum of weights calculated for all multiple paths, each valued in
accordance to its position from the linear path over which normal distribution curve is applied. Product−weight
consists of undesirable aspects (here components are obstacles like potholes) which are applied along every
road and complementary probabilities are calculated. Total weight is determined by product of Sum−weight and
Product−weight. From the obtained Weight−return, the adjacency matrix is being developed and upon which the
shortest path algorithm operates to give short paths co-ordinates. Flexibility in the distribution curve-accuracy and
choosing other user parameters would give optimal results. In our technique, Standard Normal Distribution value is
considered as 1.
Standard Deviation (SD) has been chosen carefully so as to accommodate for errors while maintaining desired
level of accuracy as shown in Fig. 5. This is an important parameter because, too many nodes can unnecessarily
increase computational complexity which is given by the relation: n(n − 1)/2 (where ‘n’ is the number of nodes).
This means that the computational complexity is increased approximately by n2/2. Nodes are those road-points which
are immediately surrounded by three road-points or more. If a road-point is immediately surrounded by two more
road-points, then it indicates that the point under consideration is just a part of an existing road (and not a node
or junction). If the road-point is immediately surrounded just by one more road-point then, the road-point under
consideration is the dead-end (and not a node). If a road-point is immediately surrounded by zero road-points, then it
means an isolated road-point and not a node.
For larger values of n, O(n2) is highly undesirable because it is that part of the computation which cannot be handled
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by adjacency matrix. On the contrary, if standard deviation value is too low, then, the roads themselves might not be
recognised properly. To solve these issues, there are two methods: First method is in the interpretation of mean as the
centre lane of the road while the edges of the road constitutes the standard deviation. This is done at the moment of
recording coordinates which can then be normalised with σ = 1. Second method is in attempting to normalise the
existing method with least-mean-square algorithm. Second method gives 1 ∗ √2 factor which needs to be normalised.
In fact, Stanford’s Stanley which has been driven over 212 km autonomously has generated a value of 1.4826 which
conﬁrms our assumption (1.414) for path-planning software.12
Following written are the precise equations (Eqn. (2)–(8)) involved while determining the weight between nodes.
1. Weights are considered between two nodes for both rough and smooth roads (rough−smooth = 1 for smooth
roads) (This calculates the probability of existence of roads)
(i) x−sum =
height∑
j=1
[
width∑
i=1
rough−smooth*normal(|x−distance from diagonal|)
]
(2)
(ii) y−sum =
width∑
j=1
⎡
⎣height∑
i=1
rough−smooth*normal(|y−distance from diagonal|)
⎤
⎦ (3)
2. Weights are considered between two nodes for the probability of potholes
(i) x−product =
height∏
j=1
[
width∏
i=1
[1 − normal(|x−distance from diagonal|)
]
(4)
(ii) y−product =
width∏
j=1
⎡
⎣height∏
i=1
[1 − normal(|y−distance from diagonal|)
⎤
⎦ (5)
(Steps 1 and 2 are repeated and iterated for every pair of nodes; Diagonal or anti-diagonal is the line connecting
two nodes between which weights must be calculated, provided that the two nodes considered are at the opposite
ends of the considered rectangle. x−distance and y−distance are distance of each of road-points or pothole-points
along the horizontal scan-line or vertical scan-line respectively, coordinates which are categorised as roads or
potholes respectively)
3.
sum−weight =
√
2[(x−sum)2 + (y−sum)2]
product−weight = x−product ∗ y−product;
Weight = sum−weight ∗ product−weight; (6)
4.
Weight−return = (y−destination − y−initial) ∗ (x−destination − x−initial)/Weight; (7)
4.2 Heuristics based Shortest Path (HSP) Algorithm
NPWD method gave the result indicating the weights (or cost) considering the total distance traversed and the
probability of facing obstacles in the path. Next important step is to study the Adjacency−matrix obtained in previous
step and apply the proposed Heuristics based Shortest Path (HSP) algorithm to highlight the best possible path. The
complexity of complete path planning methods in high dimensional conﬁguration spaces has led us to seek heuristic
methods that embed weaker notions of completeness (e.g., probabilistic completeness) and can be partially adapted to
speciﬁc problem domains in order to boost performance in those domains. The algorithm is made robust enough to
solve real world problems and taking care of computations, complexity, timings, reliability and accuracy.
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Fig. 5. Number of Nodes Created for different SD and Matrix sizes.
Fig. 6. Number of Nodes Created for different SD and Matrix sizes.
Fig. 7. Two Sample Cases Showing the Implementation of HSP Algorithm.
Complete ﬂow of sequence of steps taken in order to achieve optimized path is as shown in Fig. 6. The process
starts by taking Adjacency−matrix as shown in Fig. 7A,B(i). Next, the elements of row with initial node are sorted
to get the minimum value. The corresponding column number – (i) is recorded as in Fig. 7 A,B (ii). Traverse to i th
row and similarly ﬁnd the minimum weight element. This process continues till the ﬂow of traversal reaches the ﬁnal
node (destination). For case (A) of Fig. 7, shortest path: 1-3-5 and for case (B) path: 1-2-4-5. To make the model more
dynamic, multiple solutions are obtained with HSP algorithm. For N × N Adjacency−matrix, we get N shortest path.
If the system has multiple path to same destination, then the process is repeated for all possible alternative paths.
In the end, we succeed in achieving the co-ordinates of the nodes which deﬁne the best path to be followed. The
proposed technique also includes the consideration of shortest–paths from destination node to source node.
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Fig. 8. Implementation of Proposed Technique.
5. Experimental Results and Discussions
The proposed technique was implemented in MATLAB 2015a13 and experimented on characterized database of the
mapped roads. Experiments are performed by considering different set of dimensions for simpler analysis. The results
are obtained are based on the co-ordinates of the optimized path and timing analysis of proposed model. All the tests
are run on a PC powered by Intel dual–core Processor with clock frequency of 1.7GHz and 2GB of RAM.
Figure 8 provides a detailed step-wise explanation of implementation of proposed technique. Database is the map
recorded for a given area as shown in Fig. 8(i). In the driver assist mode, the information about the junctions and
intersections are extracted as in Fig. 7(ii). The roads are mapped continuously in the form of grids of predeﬁned area
say 5m×5m. The parameters which are being considered while mapping the roads: 0:Unexplored; 1:Pothole, Swamp
or Quicksand; 2:Rough road; 3:Smooth road. Next, all possible permutations and combinations are performed between
two nodes to get effective distance between the given pair of nodes with NPWD method and logical operations. This
value is fed to the Adjacency−matrix which when given as input to HSP method provides the best possible (optimized)
path from source to destination. (Fig. 8 (iv),(v)). Table 1 brings out detailed timing analysis for executing various
functions. The timing analysis is done for different dimensions of input database matrix. Least time of 0.131 sec is
taken by 5 × 5 database due to its minimized size and reduced total number of iterations.
Sorting is done so as to ease the process of path planning. A counter is also used to prevent inﬁnite looping or even
bricking if used on some other hardware. In case there exists no path practically, then, the assist system would point
out to the direction considering the current location and the destination. This happens when the path is not obtained
within the set number of iterations.
The parameter rough−smooth in the code can be used to optimize the path with respect to distance or time. With
the given weighted graph, multiple shortest paths are taken up from source to destination node. The algorithm has
reduced brute-force code taking up O(n2) to O(n). This type of reduction ﬁnds applications in real-time critical
implementations. The feature of updating maps includes overwriting the values when the vehicle travels over the same
road. This ensures that, the conditions of the roads are updated continuously.
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Table 1. Experimental Results for Different Set of Dimensions of Road Map.
Dimensions Total Time Probability− func Iterations Probability− func Time Main Function Heuristic− func
5 × 5 0.131s 28 0.029s 0.051s 0.051s
7 × 9 0.222s 153 0.094s 0.069s 0.056s
10 × 10 0.362s 325 0.226s 0.081s 0.055s
15 × 15 1.859s 2145 1.568s 0.184s 0.054s
20 × 20 2.612s 3030 2.331s 0.227s 0.054s
33 × 33 3.727s 5332 3.106s 0.392s 0.052s
Table 2. Comparison of Proposed Technique with other Algorithms.
Metrics Proposed algorithm A* D* Dijkstra
Time complexity O(n) O(log n) O(n log n) O(n5/3 log n)-approximation
method
Worst case O(2n) O(n log n) O(n log n) O(edge + n log n)
Method Heuristic Heuristic Heuristic Non-heuristic
Principle of operation Find the smallest Arrange costs Interpolation based Optimised brute-force algorithm
cost at each node in increasing order path cost calculation
based on Normal and calculate
simultaneously
weight distribution only by maintaining
data-structures for each
Experiments are performed by considering different dimensions of input road map to obtain detailed analysis of
timings as shown in Table 1. Experimental results shown have been generated for practically worst–case scenarios; But,
these can executed within 500 milli–seconds practically. Table 2 brings out distinct comparison between algorithms
and highlights the efﬁciency of proposed technique14–16.
6. Conclusions and Scope for Future Work
A novel approach for modelling path planning and navigation system is proposed which makes use of probabilistic
robotics and heuristic algorithm. The experiments are performed by considering real-world scenarios for obtaining
optimized path from source to destination. The general goal to ﬁnd a navigation strategy is achieved by employing
NPWD method to distribute weights between nodes by considering all possible cases. Heuristic algorithm (HSP)
controls the motion intelligently to provide optimized path between nodes. Final result takes into consideration various
aspects of navigation like condition of roads, total distance traversed, total time required depending on user’s inputs.
Optimal timing complexity and computational feasibility make the system inherently multi objective in nature and
robust under uncertainties.
In future, we are interested in other optimization criteria such as the deﬁnition of rough−smooth parameter to make
it more generic application oriented system. The area of geographical positioning system (GPS) navigation proves to
be a challenge for current planning engines, and dynamic route-planning systems are necessary. This area provides a
new set of computational problems for optimal paths in a continuous domain and promises future in the research on this
kind of problems since overall information is not known in advance due to the temporal changes of the environment.
In future, more sophisticated machine learning algorithms can be adopted in order to make the system more robust by
allowing system parameters to be adjusted automatically – thus improving performance. Further scope also includes
3D mapping for drones and quad copters which can aid autonomous navigation for drones.
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